Initiations 12:
Baylor Religion Graduate Students’ Professional Contributions (Summer 2017–Spring 2018)

Publications:¹


__________, Review of M. Cooper Harriss, Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Theology. In Reading Religion http://readingreligion.org/books/ralph-ellisons-invisible-theology


¹ Published or accepted for publication between May 2017 and April 2018.


__________, Review of Martin Westerholm, The Ordering of the Christian Mind: Karl Barth and Theological Rationality. In The Center for Barth Studies


Tyra, Steven W. “Mary Puts Us All to Shame: Martin Luther’s Reception of the Medieval Magdalene.” Church History and Religious Culture – forthcoming.


__________, Review of William Kay and Mark Cartledge, Global Chinese Pentecostal and Charismatic Christianity. In Reading Religion.

Presentations:


__________. “Male Angels, Resurrection Marriage, and Manly Mary: A Possible Connection Between GTh114 and the Synoptics.” SBL

__________. “Typological Intersections and Divine Utterance: Prosopopoeia and Intertextuality in Luke’s Transfiguration.” NABPR

Barnhill, Gregory M. “Imitable Abraham: John’s Use of a Legendary Figure.” SBL

__________. “Jesus as Spirit-Filled Warrior and Mark’s Functional Pneumatology.” SWCRS


__________. “The Rhetorical Function of the Fable of the Rich Fool.” NABPR

Breedlove, Thomas. “Created Bodies, Re-Created Pains: Spectacle and Humanity in Gregory of Nyssa’s Famine Sermons.” SWCRS

__________. “‘However extraordinary such a creature may appear’: Monstrous Races in the Medieval World.” The Texas Medieval Association. Baylor University, Waco, TX, September 29, 2017.

2 In the following list, AAR refers to the American Academy of Religion Annual Meeting held in Boston, MA, November 18-21, 2017; NABPR refers to The National Association of Baptist Professors of Religion Annual Meeting at Belmont University, Nashville, TN, May 22-24, 2017; SBL refers to the Society of Biblical Literature Annual Meeting held in Boston, MA, November 18-21, 2017; and SWCRS refers to the Southwest Commission on Religious Studies meeting held in Irving, TX, March 9-11, 2018.
“Suffering and Translation: Christology and the Spirituals of Roland Hayes.”  
AAR.

SBL.

“‘When the Levee Breaks, Mama You Got to Move’: The Interplay of Water and Gender in Nahum.”  

Davis, Tyler. “Civil Rights and Cold War: The Limits of Reinhold Niebuhr’s Antiracism.”  
AAR.

“Civilizing Slave Society: Feeling Ghosts in Francis Wayland’s Antislavery Moral Theology.”  
NABPR.

Drake, Jacob E. “Isaac Taylor Tichenor and Them Damn Yankees.”  
NABPR.

SWCRS.

Hays, Nathan. “Achsah versus Micah: Reading Judges 17-18 as Counterpoint to the Achsah Narrative in Judges 1.”  
NABPR.

“The Josephan Daniel and the Jewish Food Laws.”  
SWCRS.

“Reading Leviticus in Light of the Priestly Commission to Teach in Leviticus 10:8-11.”  
SBL.

Hays, Rebecca W. Poe. “Isaiah’s Garden in Mark’s Gospel: Isaiah’s Arboreal Reversal as the Basis for Recurring Garden Imagery in Mark 11-13.”  
NABPR.

“Know Your Audience: Ezekiel’s Sermons as a Window into the Exilic Search for Answers.”  
SBL.

“‘The Once and Future King’ in the Hebrew Psalter.”  
The Inklings Fellowship: An Inkling’s Weekend in Montreat. Montreat College, NC, April 7, 2018.

Kim, Chwi-Woon. “Rhetoric and Trauma in Habakkuk: Toward a Postexilic Reading of the Book of the Twelve.”  
SBL.

“Victimized Women in the Book of Judges: An Intertextual Reading of Sisera’s Mother and Abimelech’s Mother.”  
SWCRS.

Krause, Nicholas. “Martyrdom and Revolution: Chartism’s Theology of History after 1848.”  
The


__________, “Net/work In Memory of Freddie Gray: Lethal Objects, Theological Materiality, and the Church.” AAR.

__________, “‘Theological’ Nature? Making Room for the Material in Postliberal Creедal Theology. SWCRS.

Millay, Thomas. “It Wasn’t Worth It: On Colm Tóibín’s Feminist Theology.” SWCRS.

__________, “Revelation contra Nation(s): Kierkegaard’s Theological Critique of Nationalism.” AAR.

Morgan, Brandon. “Wanting to Go On: Desire and Tradition in the Scenes of Instruction in Robert Jenson and Stanley Cavell.” AAR.


__________, “The Divine Virgin and the Mother of God—Mary in the Reformation.”
SWCRS


“Lógos Theology vs. Theology of Melltha in the Works of Ephrem the Syrian.”

SBL


Webb, Natalie. “Pastoral Care in the Classroom: Responding to Rape Culture at a Christian University.” NABPR.

Werse, Nicholas R. “Balancing Graduate School with other dimensions of life and identity.” AAR.


“Reconsidering the Prospect of a Salvific Turn in the Book of the Four.” SBL.


SWCRS